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Blockchain implementations have become more and more advanced, combining
many different features in the same framework (oracles, names, state channels, etc.).
Since the cost of errors in reputation and represented value is high in the blockchain
world, software quality is of the utmost importance. One of the main methods used
to assure such high software quality is careful testing. However, the number of tests
needed to achieve a high level of assurance grows quadratic with the pairs of features
of the blockchain, and when testing triples of features the growth is cubic. To man-
ually craft the required large number of tests is an almost impossible undertaking
in practice. In this paper, we describe how property-based testing techniques have
been used to automate testing of the core part of the Aeternity blockchain, ensur-
ing the high software quality of the blockchain. Even though property-based testing
is a powerful testing technique, applying it to the task of testing a complex system
such as a blockchain is far from trivial. The structure of the Aeternity property-based
test model follows the structure of the blockchain, i.e., it cleanly separates differ-
ent blockchain features (e.g., oracles, smart contracts) into different model parts,
and moreover, reduces the amount of boilerplate test model code by focusing on the
identification of valid blockchain transactions. The test model is evaluated through a
careful instrumentation of test code which permits observations of which combina-
tions of features have been tested during a test run, and with which frequency. The
article documents the details for how these issues were addressed in the develop-
ment of the Aeternity test model, providing insights into both the testing of other
blockchains as well as the testing of other complex feature based systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Blockchain technology has been attracting a lot of attention since the first blockchain was proposed by Nakamoto1 in 2009. Many
blockchain platforms are being developed in a race to become “the most successful blockchain”. Some examples are Bitcoin2,
Ethereum3, Tezos4, and Aeternity5. In this competition, blockchain platforms must show that they are reliable, secure, scalable,
efficient, etc. while providing sophisticated features that set them apart from the competition like smart contracts, oracles, and a
naming system. For instance, Ethereum was the first blockchain to focus on smart contracts, Bitcoin provides a naming system
via Blockstack6.
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In this paper, we report on our practical experience applying PBT to test a particular blockchain platform, Aeternity5. Con-
cretely, we have tested with PBT the transaction engine of Aeternity which is implemented in the functional programming
language Erlang7, which has its origins in the telecommunication industry, and is nowadays used in many large internet “back-
end” systems, e.g., WhatsApp, bet365, etc. Although this study is limited to Aeternity, the approach is applicable to other
blockchains as they share many design characteristics with Aeternity. That is, they implement feature based transaction engines.
The details are of course different, e.g., with respect to blockchain implementation language, and concerning the choice of a
smart contract language, but that does not affect our testing approach much. The test tool we use, Quviq QuickCheck8, permits
testing software written in non-Erlang programming languages (see9 for the description of a project testing a large non-Erlang
code base). Moreover, for testing a particular transaction engine we do not need to consider the exact semantics of the smart
contract language, but rather how contracts are invoked, how contracts calls are initiated, and how contracts are terminated. That
is, interactions that happen in similar ways in most blockchain implementations.

The transaction engine which we have tested comprises around 15,000 lines of Erlang code implementing the core logic for
the interaction of blockchain users with the Aeternity blockchain. For example, the “spend” transaction transfers some amount of
cryptocurrency between two accounts as an atomic action. In total, the developed PBT model considers 18 different transactions,
providing basic services such as cryptocurrency transfer (“spend” transaction) as well as more advanced blockchain “features”
(e.g., smart contracts, oracles, a symbolic naming system for accounts, etc.). The blocks in the Aeternity blockchain should
be composed of sequences of valid transactions, i.e., transactions that are considered to be valid according to the agreed upon
Aeternity consensus protocol. As an example, to be considered valid, a spend transaction must specify an origin account that
already exists and has sufficient funds, but the destination account need not exist. Note that the consensus protocol may change
over time, as e.g. new transaction types might be admitted to the blockchain. That is, a blockchain block 𝑏1 can have been
admitted by a consensus protocol 𝑝1, whereas a later block 𝑏2 can have been admitted by a different consensus protocol 𝑝2. The
consensus protocol that applies to a particular block is determined by the height of the block in the blockchain.

Concretely then, our goal is to test that the Aeternity implementation respects the specification of the Aeternity consensus
protocol, i.e., that the implementation only includes a new transaction in a block (at blockchain height ℎ), if the consensus
protocol in place at height ℎ deems the transaction valid.

Blockchains are especially interesting as items of study from the point-of-view of testing as there is an understandable empha-
sis on reliability and availability concerns, while at the same time blockchain implementations must permit rapid change. The
emphasis on reliability is easy to understand given that design or programming mistakes can be very costly in terms of money
or reputation lost. In particular, once a transaction has been accepted as valid by the blockchain, the transaction can never be
deleted and must forever be considered valid. At the same time, there is quite a lot of competition between blockchain implemen-
tations for marketplace too, leading to pressure to offer more convenient platform features, better smart contract languages, and
so on, with the consequence that parts of the basic blockchain platform software can undergo rapid changes and additions. To
complicate the situation even more, the Aeternity software may not be updated on all nodes at the same time. Given that, it is no
surprise that all blockchain platform developers devote a lot of effort to test their blockchain platform. In the case of Aeternity,
for instance, there are close to 600 unit tests and over 600 integration tests of which a large part is concerned with testing that the
implementation respects the consensus protocol, both by testing that valid transactions are accepted and that invalid transactions
are rejected. The manual crafted tests, used by developers as well as in continuous integration, have shown to be reasonably
effective in catching errors before the code gets into production. However, the number of tests grows linearly with the number
of fields that can be valid or invalid in each transaction, thus, having 200 tests of this kind would cover most single feature cases.

In addition, different blockchain transactions may interact in many possible ways, desired or not. For instance, a spend trans-
action may specify “symbolic” account names, which should have previously been registered using another transaction type.
Thus, typical feature interaction tests are part of the common test suite, but the number of tests required grow quadratic with the
number of transactions defined. As an example let us consider the transaction that implement the “oracles” blockchain feature.
Intuitively, an oracle enable agents external to the blockchain to provide information to blockchain users through a transaction
which queries the oracle, and a transaction which provides a response from the oracle to such a query. Such oracles queries can
for instance be used to import e.g. external financial data to the blockchain. Thus, given that there are tests for querying an ora-
cle and responding to a query (most likely one and the same test case), then one would like to interleave this test with spend
transactions to the oracle. A spend from the oracle has two interesting cases, enough funds left to answer and not enough funds
left to answer. One can do the spend before or after the query, but it should happen before the response. As we have seen, by just
considering some interesting cases when spend and oracles are combined, we have identified a number of additional tests that
would be very worthwhile. If we, for instance, adopt the strategy of writing one test case for each pair of transactions, another
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400 tests are needed. Clearly, many of those could be discarded because implementation knowledge would disqualify some tests
from being interesting, but that is a dangerous slope to walk.

Moreover, testing only pairs of transactions is often not enough. There are interesting tests that contain at least 3 different
transactions, i.e., in particular when testing a particular feature (e.g., names, oracles, etc.). For instance, the Aeternity test code
includes a test case which first pre-claims a symbolic account name, then claims it, and finally revokes it. Ideally, we should
interleave the transactions in this test with other tests testing other features, e.g., the oracle feature.

In summary, with a large number of transaction types that can, potentially, interact in both desired and undesired ways, the
task of writing, manually, unit test cases to check such interactions is a serious challenge.

Typically, a tester will write unit tests for all possible combinations of transactions she/he can think of, with the risk of
missing some potentially crucial test. A complementary approach is to automatically generate random test cases using the testing
technique known as property-based testing (PBT) 10,11,8. Such automatic generation of random test cases from the domain of all
possible test cases has been demonstrated to be an effective method to find software errors9,12,13.

Using traditional testing would require to write a large number of unit tests, due to the need to test for wanted or unwanted
interactions between the different features of the blockchain, i.e., so called feature interactions14. For instance, the smart contract
transactions may interact closely with spend transactions, and with the oracle transactions, and with naming transactions, as
smart contracts may refer to oracles, and may be named. Thus, we need unit tests that execute these types of transactions in
arbitrary orders, and decide what the correct execution result is. This quickly becomes a very tedious exercise; in the worst case
the number of desirable unit test cases will grow exponentially in the number of features of the blockchain. This is the case, not
only for Aeternity, but for most blockchain that include such features.

In PBT, instead of writing individual test cases, one writes higher-level test properties, from which an unlimited number of
individual, random, test cases can be automatically generated. As we shall see in this paper, applying this approach to testing a
blockchain transaction engine requires us to write one test description (consisting of a couple of functions) per transaction type;
currently there are around 20 such transaction types in Aeternity.

During the development of the Aeternity blockchain, property-based testing has not only been used for testing transactions but
also for testing many other functionalities in the system, such as encoding/decoding, serialisation, compiling smart contracts,
etc. However, in this article we focus on the problem of testing transactions, as we believe the findings are largely applicable to
other blockchains too, as many share similar features (e.g., oracles, name register, etc.). Moreover, testing transactions well is a
challenging and important task, in that we must systematically test for both wanted and unwanted feature interactions.

Although the article focuses on Aeternity, the testing techniques used permit application to other blockchains such as Ethereum
with little substantial changes, e.g., in practice we have to modify test models to take into account the variations in what features
are available, account for differences in transaction types, and the manner in which transaction costs are calculated, etc. In fact,
we have already applied this approach to testing some smart contracts written in Solidity and running in the Ethereum blockchain
platform15. In this paper, we give some recommendations for testing blockchain platforms using PBT.

A vital ingredient in a successful test machinery is being able to judge how good a test run is, i.e., did we achieve enough
testing? Traditional methods to measure whether this is so involve calculating different coverage measures over the system-
under-test, such as line coverage or path coverage16. PBT supports these measures too, but also permits a tester to annotate
the test code with the “features” being tested, which permits a coverage analysis based on system specific coverage measures.
Using such an approach we can, for instance, calculate what percentage of “spend” transactions in a test run were invoked with
incorrect parameters (e.g., non-existent accounts, or lack of funds, etc.).

The organisation of the rest of the article is as follows. In Sect. 2 we give a general introduction to blockchain technology,
and Sect. 3 describes the particular details of Aeternity blockchain in detail. The property-based testing technique is explained
in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we explain how we used property-based testing for the Aeternity blockchain by highlighting the new ideas.
The results of testing the transaction engine of Aeternity are summarised in Sect. 6 In Sect. 7 we discuss lessons learnt, and give
some recommendations on how to apply PBT techniques to testing blockchain platforms. Related work is described in Sect. 8.
Finally Sect. 9 summarizes the approach, and discusses future work.
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2 BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORMS

In blockchain technology, the central idea is to have a shared ledger which records information agreed upon by several parties.
This shared ledger is implemented as a chain of blocks, a blockchain. A key characteristic of blockchain is that blocks are
immutable, i.e., their content can never be changed. This is ensured by using Merkle Trees17.

In a typical blockchain platform there are transactions and participating nodes, i.e., CPUs. Transactions are atomic actions,
for instance, a typical transaction is Bob sends Alice the amount X of some cryptocurrency. Typically, to execute a transaction,
the sender will have to pay a transaction fee.

As a blockchain is typically composed of a set of participating peer nodes, in order to create a unique “valid” blockchain, all
participating nodes have to agree upon what is a valid blockchain, and in how to add new blocks to the blockchain. Such an
agreement is described in a so called consensus protocol which consists of: (i) a set of the pre-agreed rules for transactions, for
instance, only accepting transactions in blocks if the transaction initiator has enough funds, and (ii) a consensus mechanism.

A blockchain block then contains an ordered set of valid transactions, the hash of the preceding block, the hash of the current
block and other data like a timestamp, etc. A valid transaction is a transaction which follows this set of pre-agreed rules. A valid
blockchain contains only valid blocks, i.e., blocks which only contain valid transactions. As blockchain participants can access
the whole chain, whether a block is valid can be checked by (in principle) any blockchain participant.

The participating nodes that collect transactions and create blocks are typically called miners. They try to create new blocks,
by adding new transactions, logically placed on top of the latest block in the blockchain. As many blockchains permit competition
for creating new blocks, which block is eventually added as the next block to the chain is resolved using an agreed upon consensus
mechanism. Examples of consensus mechanisms are proof-of-work (PoW)1 and proof-of-stake (PoS)18.

Time in a blockchain is measured in block height where the first block, the so-called genesis block, is at height zero. In a
blockchain, the pre-agreed rules may change over time meaning that, up to a certain height, a valid transaction is a transaction
that follows one set of pre-agreed rules while, after that height, they may follow a different set of pre-agreed rules. This is a key
characteristic of any blockchain: blocks in the blockchain are immutable, i. e., the transactions included in the block cannot be
changed. However, the rules used to validate transactions may vary over time, i.e., the validity of a transaction depends on
the height of the block.

2.1 Blockchain features
Initially, Bitcoin was developed to allow payments to be sent directly from one party to another without going through a financial
institution. Later on, many blockchain platforms, included more sophisticated features like the following:

• A naming system for registering names such that one can send money to a named account instead of a cryptic address. In
Bitcoin, a naming system is provided by Blockstack6 while, in Ethereum, the Ethereum Name Service19 (ENS) provides
a similar functionality.

• Smart contracts, which are reactive programs that can receive and transfer cryptocurrency and perform more general
tasks with the data on the blockchain, keeping state and putting results of the computation back on the chain. An example
contract could be a prediction betting service, where a blockchain participant creates a new (named) contract that is used
for betting on the amount of rain during a month in Madrid. Then, contract users add their bets (predictions), and transfers
cryptocurrency to the contract as payments for the bets. When the betting time is over (a month has passed), the user with
the most accurate prediction is announced as the winner. The winner then receives a percentage of the cryptocurrency
collected in bets, and the contract creator takes a commission. Each blockchain platform typically defines its own smart
contract language, for instance, Solidity is the contract language of Ethereum while Michelson is the contract language
of Tezos and Sophia is the contract language for Aeternity.

• Oracles, which are ‘trusted’ third party services that provide data external to the blockchain. For instance, in the previous
example, an oracle provides to the blockchain the externally collected data concerning the amount of rain in Madrid in
the past month. As an example, Reality Keys20 pipe Internet information into Ethereum.

In blockchain, features are typically implemented as blockchain atomic transactions, for example, a very common transaction
permits transferring money from one account to another. Other transactions are used, for instance, to create smart contracts, to
define an oracle, or to register a name.
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3 THE AETERNITY BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM

Aeternity5,21 is an open source blockchain platform inspired by Ethereum with the goal of improving Ethereum scalability
issues. The framework runs as a decentralised trustless distributed ledger with Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus22. For reasons
of performance Aeternity uses the Bitcoin-NG23 blockchain protocol, which splits blocks into a sequence of so called “micro
blocks” that contain the transactions, and which are computationally cheap to build. Similar to Ethereum, smart contracts can
be created and called. Aeternity also has a number of popular services as native transactions on the blockchain such as oracles,
names and state channels. Aeternity is open source; the full source code together with documentation e.g. of the blockchain
protocol is available at https://github.com/aeternity. Below we describe the transactions supported by the Aeternity blockchain.

3.1 Accounts
As it is the case with most blockchain platforms, the most basic transaction is used to transfer “tokens” (cryptocurrency) from
one account (identified by public keys) to another, and which is signed by the sending party. In Aeternity, such transaction is
called a spend transaction. The spend transaction also serves as the basis for creating new accounts, by accepting any new
recipient public key as a new account.

Posting a transaction to the chain can fail for many reasons, among which that the transaction is not correctly signed. But even
correctly signed transactions may fail to become part of the chain.

Each transaction specifies a fee that the miner will eventually collect when including the transaction in a micro-block, and a
“time-to-live” (ttl) value specifying at what time the transaction expires if not yet accepted by any miner. Times in transactions
are specified by referring to the height of the blockchain (the number of blocks), as the chain grows monotonically (and the rate
of growth is known).

The provided mining fee can be “unattractive”, in which case the transaction will stay in the transaction pool until it expires.
It may also happen that the provided mining fee is lower than the minimum required fee defined by consensus, in which case it
is an erroneous transaction that will be rejected (in the unlikely case the miner would find the fee attractive enough). Including a
transaction that is by consensus to be rejected, such as a transaction with lower fee than the lowest agreed upon, is called fraud.
Any micro-block containing such erroneous transaction is invalid and should be rejected by all other nodes in the network1.

Each transaction also includes a nonce to prevent replay attacks24. Each new account starts with nonce 1 and as soon as a
transaction with that nonce is accepted on chain, only transactions with exactly nonce 2 are accepted, etc. A user can post a
number of different transactions with the same nonce in which case it is non-deterministic which of these transactions will result
on chain, but only one of them will be accepted, and the others will thereafter be rejected. This can be used as a feature by re-
posting a transaction with an unattractive fee with the same nonce and a higher fee. Similarly, a user can post a whole series of
transactions with increasing, but too large nonces. Only when the missing nonce is posted, all other transactions that possibly
remained in transaction pools are enabled.

3.2 Smart contracts
Smart contracts permit well-specified and well-documented interactions between blockchain participants. A contract is in
essence an account (to store funds) together with a set of programmed operations. These operations can store information visible
to all parties on the blockchain, and can perform transfers of cryptocurrency to and from the associated smart contract account.
Aeternity smart contracts are written in the high-level blockchain smart contract languages Solidity (used in Ethereum) or the
new contract language Sophia implemented through compilation to virtual machine (VM) byte code.

As an example of a contract, a user may auction an object in the real world by creating and posting a contract to the blockchain,
using a contract create transaction. Let us assume that this is a Dutch auction, then the initial price would be set high and for
each new key-block that is mined (representing the passing of time) the price is decreased. A blockchain participant can buy the
object by calling a bid function implemented by the smart contract using a contract call transaction. When the bid function is
called, the contract code computes the price for the current blockchain height. If the caller has supplied sufficient funds in the
call, the seller is paid, and the bidder is charged, and the contract enters a non sell-able state for the object. The next bidder will
fail the call, and will only pay for the cost of executing the transaction, but will neither pay for nor acquire the object.

1Technically posting invalid micro-blocks is sometimes possible and a proof-of-fraud transaction is posted later to punish the node posting this transaction.

https://github.com/aeternity
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contract DutchAuction =
record state = { amount : int,

height : int,
dec : int,
sold : bool }

public function init(price, decrease) : state =
{ amount = price,

height = Chain.block_height,
dec = decrease,
sold = false }

public stateful function bid() =
if (state.sold) abort("sold")
let price =

state.amount - (Chain.block_height - state.height) * state.dec
if (Contract.balance < price) abort("no money")
Chain.spend(Contract.creator, price)
Chain.spend(Call.origin, Contract.balance)
put(state{sold = true})

FIGURE 1 Sophia smart contract

The contract languages, and hence the evaluation in the virtual machines, must have access to blockchain primitives like the
height of the chain, and the caller accounts. Typically, in Aeternity all blockchain primitives (transactions) are available from
within a contract. The complete code for a Dutch auction is presented in Fig. 1. Note that the contract create transaction only
contains (i) the version number of the virtual machine to use for running the smart contract bytecode, and (ii) the compiled
bytecode for the smart contract. That is, the high-level source code for the contract is not present in the transaction.

The transparency of the blockchain guarantees that it is verifiable that the first valid bid on chain2 is correctly paying the right
price. Moreover, it is verifiable that the bidding call transactions accepted later are only charged a transaction fee and the cost
of execution. The sale conditions are transparent; whether the actual object ever arrives is outside the scope of the blockchain.

Clearly there are plenty of mistakes one can make in the code of the contract. This paper is not about testing the actual code in
the contract, but about testing general assumptions for contracts created and called. One such property which is vital to ensure
a “healthy” blockchain is that the costs for creating and executing contracts are calculated in a “fair” and transparent manner,
according to well-defined rules, which testing should check are enforced correctly. In general these rules should permit both
miners to make a profit (as an incitement to include such transactions in blocks), as well as providing a cost model which is
predictable for contract callers (as an incitement to enter into contracts).

For example, a contract call comes with a number of parameters fee, gas and gas_price, and an amount. The fee is a payment
made to a miner to account for the costs of the inclusion of the transaction in the chain, which depends on e.g. the size of the
call transaction. Actually executing the contract code invoked in a contract call requires an additional computation (or storage)
effort, which is measured as the amount of “gas” spent; each instruction in the code of a contract operation has an associated
cost in gas. The gas parameter, then, is an upper limit on the amount of gas the caller of the contract is willing to expend during
the call, and gas_price is the price for a unit of gas the caller is willing to pay. Thus the maximum amount of funds a miner may
charge for a call is “fee + gas * gas_price”. Finally amount are the funds sent by the participant to the contract as part of the
contract call, e.g., in the dutch auction the amount corresponds to the payment for the object.

The minimal valid value for the call fee parameter is equal to the fixed gas costs for the transaction (e.g., due to call overhead
and storage for the transaction) multiplied by the minimal permitted gas price. The minimal gas price is agreed upon by the
members of the blockchain, i.e., it is under consensus.

2The blockchain does not guarantee that the first one posting a valid bid becomes the first one on chain.
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The fee is never returned to the caller, even if the transaction is aborted. In contrast a miner will charge only for the actual
costs (e.g., gas used * gas_price) incurred during the execution of the contract. A call may be aborted if some programmed
precondition fails, or if the execution of the contract code requires more gas than the gas limit specified. In such cases the fact
that the call failed is still recorded on the chain, and the fee and the gas actually consumed is charged to the caller. However, the
amount is returned to the caller.

Another testing challenge for contracts is demonstrating that the blockchain copes with changes in the contract runtime
environment. Since over time the virtual machine (VM) is enhanced and features are added to it, the contract create transaction
specifies on which VM the code should run. It is important to test that contract calls intended to run on older VMs work as
before, including error behaviours, when the VM software is updated.

In addition consensus can establish that from a certain height, calls to contracts using an old VM are no longer allowed. The
testing code checks that such decisions are enforced, i.e., that above a certain height, calls to old contracts are rejected.

3.3 Oracles
In order to embed information from the outside world in the blockchain, an “oracle” abstraction is used. Oracles can be used,
for instance, to add sensor data or financial data to a blockchain, and they have proven to be particularly useful in combination
with smart contracts.

An oracle is created, using the oracle register transaction, by some blockchain participant for the purpose of answering
queries from (other) participants. Other blockchain participants may query the created oracle for information using the oracle
query transaction, supplying funds to pay for the result; this creates an oracle query object on the blockchain. The oracle
responds to such queries using the oracle response transaction, which adds the response to the query object.

A participant issuing a query can demand that the oracle responds at most N blocks after the query was accepted on chain. If
no answer is received during this time span the query fee should be returned to the participant issuing the query.

As an usage example, let us assume that we are interested in monitoring a sensor, which can peak too high. Concretely the
sensor is read by a (trusted) web service that responds to queries regarding its state using the blockchain mechanism. Thus the
web service posts an oracle register transaction to the chain, registering a promise to answer queries regarding how many
times the sensor peaked too high during, for instance, the last week.

As an example of how such oracles can be used in smart contracts, let us assume that two parties have agreed that if during a
week the sensor reading is too high on, at least, say, 4 occasions then party 1 should pay party 2 a fixed amount of tokens as a
compensation. Party 2, who is interested in getting paid, will post an oracle query transaction at least once a week. The web
service that monitors the blockchain will see this query and post an oracle response transaction with the sensor data. In this
way, the sensor data becomes part of the data on the blockchain. Both party 1 and party 2 can verify whether the value has been
too high too often, and because they both trust the sensor readings, pay tokens accordingly. Such token payments can be enforced
by the smart contract; a desired feature interaction between oracles and smart contracts that should be thoroughly tested.

Oracles have a specific lifetime, specified as the maximum permitted block height when registering the oracle. After the
blockchain has reached the specified maximum block height, the oracle will ignore further queries. However, note that the
lifetime of an oracle can be extended using an oracle extend transaction.

To pay for oracle operations, funds (tokens) must be transmitted to oracles from participants issuing oracle queries. In fact,
in Aeternity oracles are accounts, which can spend surplus funds to other accounts.

3.4 Naming system
Transferring tokens to a registered name, instead of a hard to remember public key, is a feature that is supported natively by
Aeternity. For example, in a spend transaction the recipient can be given as a registered name. For that to work, a collection of
5 types of transactions are provided that resemble internet domain name (DNS) registration. With the name service preclaim
transaction one can reserve a name, that can later be claimed (registered), without revealing what name one actually wants to
claim. The name service claim transaction is then used to actually obtain the name, when available, and in a separate name
service update transaction the name can be made to refer to something (for example an account). Additionally there is a name
service transfer transaction to change the owner of a name, and a name service revoke transaction to free the name.
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Names have a specific lifetime and there is an agreed minimum number of key-blocks before one can claim a name after a
pre-claim. Similarly, there is a maximum number of blocks one can wait between a pre-claim and a claim in order to succeed
with the claim. Obviously, registered names expire after a while, unless renewed in time with the update transaction.

For ensuring the correct operation of the naming system it is important to test combinations of basic operations such as e.g.
transferring names, updating pointers, while spending to the named accounts, as these features heavily interact. Other potentially
troublesome cases that need to be tested include revoking a name while using it, as well as spending to unregistered names, etc.

There are also feature interactions, which need to be tested, concerning the use of names in conjunction with oracles and
contracts. The Aeternity naming system, for instance, allows to use a name as an account. Since oracles are also accounts, it
should be possible to query an oracle by its name. Contracts are associated to accounts, but cannot be called by the account
name, since one account can be associated to many different contracts.

3.5 State channels
State channels were introduced to allow transactions and smart contracts between two blockchain participants (the initiator and
the responder) to be executed off-chain to improve the scalability of the blockchain25, while still recording the settlements and
disagreements regarding such transactions and contracts on the chain, as well as managing the token (money) flow. The price to
pay is that one needs to have a bit of trust in the other party in the state channel.

Off-chain communication can be done much faster and much cheaper than on-chain communication. There is, for instance,
no need to wait until blocks are mined, and miners do not need to be paid. Moreover, moving communication off-chain which
do not need the persistence guarantees provided by blockchain data can greatly improve the scalability of the blockchain.

To open a channel the connected parties should agree on how many tokens the channel should contain, how much of those
the initiator and the responder to the channel put in, and what other data the initial state of the channel should contain. This
agreement results in a mutually signed channel create transaction that is posted on chain. After that, the parties communicate
off-chain.

In a friendly setting, for example a person renting a bike and being charged per kilometre, every now and then an off-chain
state channel transaction is created in which both parties agree upon the new state. The bike rental firm could for instance send
an update after each kilometre, asking the renter’s app to sign this. At the end of the bike ride, the renter signs the total distance,
as does the rental firm. This mutual settlement is packaged in a channel close mutual transaction and posted on chain. Funds
in the channel are redistributed to the initiator and responder according to the agreed ratio.

If the renter wants to cycle more than originally anticipated, it may be necessary to put more funds into the channel. This is
achieved by posting a channel deposit transaction to the chain, again mutually signed. Similarly, both parties can agree that
some money is withdrawn from the channel using a channel withdraw transaction.

This all requires both parties to sign. But if one of the parties is unwilling to sign, or just disappears, then there is a possibility
to post a channel close solo transaction to the chain. Such a transaction should include the hash of the latest state that both
parties agreed upon. The funds in the channel are then divided in a way beneficial to the closer of the channel. However, if
this happens as a deceit, then the other party can post a channel settle transaction that presents a later agreed state hash and
different redistribution of funds.

4 PROPERTY-BASED TESTING

Property-based testing (PBT) is a testing methodology which focuses on generating, automatically, test cases from a more
abstract description of the behaviour of the system under test (the property). That is, property-based testing can be considered
a form of model-based testing.

Property-based testing originates from the functional programming community10. Nowadays, there are different types of PBT
tools available for many programming languages. In this article we use Quviq Erlang QuickCheck8 (henceforth simply EQC),
which uses the Erlang programming language to specify system behaviour. EQC is a PBT tool extended to test stateful systems,
and uses a state machine description to judge whether a sequence of operations has been correctly executed.
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4.1 Basic PBT
The three key basic ingredients of PBT are generators, properties and shrinking.

4.1.1 Generators
A generator is capable of generating an infinite number of values of some data type, according to a probability distribution. EQC
comes equipped with a library of standard generators, for example, int() is a generator for integer numbers, choose(10,100)
generates an integer number between 10 and 100, and the generator
frequency([{99, choose(10, 100)}, {1, int()}])

denotes that 99% of the times, a value between 10 and 100 is generated, while 1% of the times an arbitrary integer is generated.
A user of a PBT tool can also implement custom generators. It is fair to say that key to a successful application of the PBT
methodology is the informed development of generators to ensure that the test process explores a significant part of the behaviour
of the program under test. Different PBT tools use different techniques to ensure this, including more classical coverage based
analysis. However, purely random testing turns out to have its advantages too; see13 for an interesting and thorough comparison
on the different methods of test case generation.

4.1.2 Properties
The test property examines the result of running the system under test with the generated values as parameters, and judges if the
result value (or launched exception) is correct given the input parameters. In a simple, but precise, case we can simply check
whether the returned value is equal to the expected value, but properties might also be less precise and more involved, e.g.,
checking that a procedure generating random prime numbers really returns prime numbers.

Thus, given a set of generators for input data, and a test property, EQC generates a random instantiation of the variables,
executes the system under test, and checks that the resulting Boolean property is true. This procedure is by default repeated 100
times. If for some instantiation the property returns false, or a runtime exception occurs, an error has been found and testing
terminates with a counterexample.

4.1.3 Shrinking
As a final ingredient in PBT implementations, there is an attempt to derive an easy-to-understand counterexample through a
procedure called shrinking which systematically tries to simplify counterexamples, in order to ease the (manual) analysis required
to discover the cause of the detected error.

For instance, suppose a bug has been found in a function sorting a list. Then the counterexample (or witness) for the bug is
the input list that caused the error. Given such an initial counterexample, PBT tools will then systematically try to reduce the
size of the counterexample by deriving new (“simpler”) lists starting with the original counterexample, and check that they too
fail the test property. To simplify a list, for instance, EQC will try to remove elements from the list, and simplify the elements
in the list. For example, the lists [], [10], [10, 12], [10, 0] are by default all “simpler” lists than [10, 13, 12]. As for generators,
the default shrinking strategy can be modified.

4.2 EQC State Machines
In most cases, a test case is not a simple call to a function, but rather a sequence of calls to operations or methods implementing
an API. That is, a generator returns sequences of API calls, and the test property checks whether the execution of such a sequence
of API calls is correct. To generate such test cases, and to judge whether the execution of a test case is correct, EQC provides a
state machine library (eqc_statem). This library is used to program a state machine which is used during both the two phases
of testing: (i) test case generation, and (ii) test case execution and test correct checking. In fact the EQC state machine acts as a
model for the program under test.

An EQC state machine has a state which can be understood as the model state of the system under test. During test case
generation, given the current model state, the library generates randomly a suitable next API command, and calculates the next
model state. In this way it is natural to express constraints on the generated test cases such as, for instance, that we must have
created at least one data structure before attempting to invoke operations on such data structures. Note that during test case
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generation the model state is typically symbolic, as we cannot know how the system under test will respond to any stimuli. If,
for instance, the system under test may choose nondeterministically a return value to some API call, and we want to save that
return value in the model state (e.g., to check that some later API call returns the same value), the concrete value returned by
the system under test cannot be stored in the model state (as it is not available during test case generation) but EQC rather stores
a symbolic representation of the return value (a fresh variable).

Next, once a test case (of random length) has been fully generated in the manner described above, EQC proceeds to execute
the calls in the test case. EQC checks after a call has completed, whether the result was the expected one given the current model
state of the state machine, and computes a next model state. Note that during test case execution the actual values returned by
the system under test in response to API calls are available, and are stored in the model state. Thus, for executing an API call,
EQC takes care to first substitute actual values for the symbolic variables that may occur in generated API calls.

To use the state machine library a user must then
• specify the initial state of the state machine. In our example the model state will consist of a list containing the created

sets; initially the value is the empty list [].
• decide on a particular set of “commands” or types of API calls which should be invoked during testing. In our small

example there are two commands: newSet and add. For each such command cmd a user of the state machine library
should implement a number of “callback” Erlang functions3, which are explained below.

– cmd_pre(State) which implements a precondition on the state of the state machine acting as a constraint on when
it is sensible to issue the command. For instance, when testing the set implementation, there are no constraints on
when a new set can be created. However, a precondition for issuing an add command, is that a prior command in
the test sequence must have created a set. In practice we check that the model state is not the empty list (as we store
created sets in the model state).

– cmd_args(State) which returns as a list the arguments to the command. For instance, to complete a set “add”
command the first parameter should be the set (typically stored in the model state), and the second argument could
be a randomly generated integer. Our specification then becomes:

add_args(State) -> [oneof(State), int()].

where oneof is a EQC generator that picks, randomly, any generator in its list argument (note that a ground value
is a generator for that ground value), and int() generates a random integer.

– cmd(Arg1,...,Argn) which is the implementation of the command. In our example, we must write the functions
newSet() and add(Set,Element) to really create a set and add an element. Note that this function is called during
test execution only, and thus has access to the real values returned by the implementation.

– cmd_post(State,Args,Result)which should examine the result (Result) of executing the command and judge,
based on the model state and the command arguments, whether the result is correct. That is, the function implements
the postcondition check for the command. In our example the only error is if the execution by the commands are
aborted by exceptions; as this is checked by default we do not have to implement the postcondition functions for
the set operations. Note that this function is called during test execution only, and thus has access to the real values
returned by the implementation.

– cmd_next(State,Result,Args) which should compute the next (model) state, given the current model state,
the command arguments, and the result of the executing the command. Note that since this function is called both
during test case generation and test execution the function must be able to work with symbolic results and, possibly,
symbolic command arguments. In the example, we implement
newSet(State,_Args,Result) -> [Result|State].

which adds the newly created set (which may be a symbolic variable) to the rest of the created sets stored in the
model state.

3That is, functions which are defined by the state machine library user, and which are called from within the state machine library
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4.3 Test Coverage
Using PBT does not liberate us from the task of evaluating what we really have tested. It is only too easy to generate random
program inputs, and because of the huge number of possible values, never get to explore the truly important inputs. As a
motivating example, to test a method for sorting an array of integers it is surely important to test whether the method works
correctly for the case when the array contains duplicated numbers. However, if we choose to test the sorting of many small arrays
of integers, and moreover select the integers (in the array) from the whole range of integers, then it is unlikely that we will ever
test an array containing duplicated elements.

In traditional testing we use traditional testing measures such as line coverage (or path coverage, etc.) to ensure that we test
a system sufficiently. The line coverage measure, given a test suite, details which lines (e.g., percentage of lines) in the system
under test were executed during the execution of the test suite, and so for our sorting example would likely warn us that we are
not testing source code lines which cater to the case when elements are duplicated. The PBT tool EQC supports calculating such
traditional coverage measures too.

However, if during a test session using EQC the e.g. line coverage is found to be poor, this is in itself does not significantly aid
testers on how to improve the testing. A problem has been found, but no solution identified. In testing Aeternity, we have opted to
measure test efficacy through the use of a so called “feature coverage” measure26. EQC permits to annotate generated commands
with a number of “features” that they test for, and for a test suite report the percentage of test cases that test for that feature. In
this way we can, for instance, label arrays with duplicated numbers as “duplicated” and those without as “non_duplicated”, and
an absence of testing for the “duplicated” feature becomes immediately obvious. To differentiate between blockchain features
and these features, we will use the word “measurements” when we refer to the latter in the rest of the paper.

5 TESTING THE VALIDITY OF TRANSACTIONS

The EQC model focuses on testing the core of the system, i.e., the blockchain transaction engine comprising around 15,000 lines
of Erlang code. The EQC model does not test other system concerns such as mining, synchronisation, transaction mempools,
the HTTP interface and such. The EQC model comprises around 2550 LOC, compared to over 35,000 LOC in unit tests (which
do test other system concerns).

For testing the transaction core we do not use the “real” distributed Aeternity blockchain (at block height 299194 when writing
this phrase) but rather a local, non-distributed, and initially empty chain. Testing can begin from any block height, permitting
to check different consensus rule sets (e.g., differing contract gas minimum transaction costs and fees, and contract language
implementations).

In the EQC model, the logic for each transaction is described separately as a set of Erlang functions. In EQC terminology,
the model code for a transaction is known as a “command”. In the model we describe in this article, the model tests 18 different
Aeternity transactions, comprising basic fund transfer operations (spend), oracles, state channels, a naming service, and smart
contracts. The spend transaction, for example, is described in around 70 lines of code.

Mining is an additional EQC command in the model. This command simulates a mining operation by updating the blockchain
state trees directly and incrementing the blockchain height, without using e.g. transaction pools or performing actual (proof-
of-work) mining, thus permitting to greatly increase test execution speed. By implementing mining as an EQC command, we
can obtain a random interleaving of transactions with mining operations, just as can be expected in real blockchain operations.
Moreover, long running smart contracts whose operations frequently depend on blockchain heights (as an implicit time param-
eter), can be tested under different mining behaviours. Having explicit control of mining in the EQC model is vitally important,
as the blockchain height is a central operation in many transactions, serving as a time parameter. For example, the time-to-live
(TTL) parameters for oracles, oracle queries, and the name registration procedure, are expressed in terms of blockchain height.

Table 1 enumerates the commands of the EQC model, including the commands testing the 18 Aeternity transactions. The so
called “environmental commands” sets up the blockchain for testing, e.g., defining the initial blockchain height, and adding a
set of already known users to the blockchain. The choice of a good test setup is discussed further in Sect. 7.

In the remainder, we illustrate the approach by explaining some carefully chosen parts of the EQC model. The full EQC model
for testing Aeternity described in this article is available as open source at https://github.com/aeternity/aeternity-eqc.

https://github.com/aeternity/aeternity-eqc
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Environmental commands
init, newkey
Blockchain mining
mine, multi_mine
Spend transaction
spend
Oracle transactions
register_oracle, extend_oracle, query_oracle, response_oracle
State channel transactions
channel_create, channel_deposit, channel_withdraw, channel_close_mutual,
channel_close_solo, channel_settle
Naming system transactions
ns_preclaim, ns_claim, ns_update, ns_revoke, ns_transfer
Smart contract transactions
contract_create, contract_call

TABLE 1 Model commands

5.1 Modelling the spend transaction
To illustrate the design of the EQC model for transactions, we begin by explaining the EQC model for the spend transaction.

5.1.1 Generating data for the spend transaction
The spend transaction needs a number of arguments; in the EQC model such command arguments are specified in the
spend_args function which returns a data generator for a list of arguments. A first attempt at generating arguments for the
spend transaction is shown below.
spend_args(S) ->

[ #{sender_id => pubkey(32),
receiver_id => pubkey(32),
amount => int(),
fee => int(),
nonce => int()} ].

The above function returns a list with one argument, which is an Erlang map (a functional key-value store) describing the
transaction. The sender_id is the Aeternity actor paying for the transaction. The receiver_id receives the amount specified
in the transaction from the sender (note that a receiver may be previously unknown to the Aeternity blockchain). In the above
transaction generator, the sender and receiver of a transaction take a random public key (which, obviously, is not very effective
if we want to generate valid transactions). The spend amount, fee and nonce are random integers. In Aeternity, the nonce is
a strictly increasing counter associated to an account in order to prevent reply attacks. Thus, obviously, selecting just random
nonces is a very bad testing strategy. Moreover, negative amounts are disallowed in the spend transaction, and result in an error.
In conclusion, both positive and negative tests are generated.

For the above reason, although this generator creates both valid and invalid spend transactions, most of the generated tests will
not be “interesting”, i.e., almost all tests are likely to be executed by the same code fragment which rejects invalid transactions.

To find out how bad our test models behave, we instrument generated test cases with measurement annotations in the style
of26. That is, we annotate the generated spend transactions with labels indicating what they test, e.g., whether a spend trans-
action is valid or invalid, and the reasons for rejection. Such annotations are collected during test execution, and afterwards
displayed to the tester. To declare that the spend transaction has a number of features we must program a new callback function,
spend_features, which returns a list with the features tested by a particular call with the generated transaction Tx:
spend_features(S, [Tx], _Result) ->
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[ {spend, ok} || spend_valid(S, [Tx]) ] ++
[ {spend, {error, invalid_tx}} || is_invalid_tx(Tx,S) ] ++
[ {spend, {error, sender_account_unknown}} || not(is_sender_known(Tx,S)) ] ++
...

The function checks that the generated transaction Tx is valid given the current testing state S (spend_valid(S, [Tx])),
and otherwise returns a list of detailed detected errors. For instance, the function tests verifies that the specified sender account is
present in the testing state, if not an error {error, sender_account_unknown} is signalled. Note also that a single transaction
can fail for multiple reasons – the error “features” are cumulative since a list is used.

The diagnostic output of a test run is whether an error was detected, and a summary of the percentage with which each
command (transaction) was generated. For these tests only the spend transaction is enabled, together with the needed machinery
for testing the blockchain: creating new public keys, mining blocks, and starting the blockchain. Next, for each command, the
percentage of features tested by the command is printed.

In our case, where the int() generator has 50% possibility to generate a negative, and therefore, invalid value for 3 of the
fields, we obtain the following statistics after running 10,000 tests (156637 spend transactions):
47.5% {txs_eqc,spend,4}
24.5% {txs_eqc,newkey,2}
16.6% {txs_eqc,multi_mine,2}
5.7% {txs_eqc,mine,1}
5.7% {txs_eqc,init,1}

...

spend
88.629% {error, invalid_tx}
...
0.000% ok

Disappointingly, none of the generated spend transactions were valid, due to e.g. the presence of negative numbers in the
transaction data (invalid_tx) in around 89% of the spend transactions generated.

To improve this model – not even one correct transaction is tested – one possibility could be to use, for instance, fuzzing
techniques, e.g.,27,28, which would usually use machine learning techniques to try to avoid generating an excessive number of
syntactically incorrect transactions. In this approach, instead, model design is essentially a programming task. Thus, we want
to provide the model programmer with the right tools for debugging such model problems, e.g., showing what is actually tested
through the use of the measurements mechanism. Given this insight, the model programmer will then steer the distribution
of valid transactions. Steering manually the test distribution of a complex system such as the transaction core of a blockchain
is admittedly a hard problem, but so is attempting to derive automatically a good distribution (see e.g.29 for a recent work in
automatic generator derivation). Concretely, we need to “almost always” use correct amounts in the spend transaction, almost
always use existing accounts, and almost always use the current account nonce. For instance, still a bit naively, we can use the
generator
fee => frequency([{99, choose(10, 100)}, {1, int()}])

for the amount. 99 out of 100 times chooses a value between 10 and 100 as the amount, and 1 out of a 100 an arbitrary integer
is chosen, including negative amounts which result in syntactically invalid spend transactions.

In order to generate spend transactions that can be successfully applied to the chain, we need to use, e.g., valid public keys.
For this we use the notion of a stateful EQC model, as which keys are valid depends on which transactions were executed before
the spend transaction was created.

5.1.2 EQC state machine model for transactions
The sequence of commands that EQC generates can use and modify a test state. For the spend transaction we need to keep track
of accounts in the blockchain. The test state is a map which has a key accounts with the account records as value, a set of known
public and private key pairs, the current height of the blockchain, and a list of payed fees:
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#{accounts => [FirstAccount], height => InitialHeight, keys => #{...}, fees => []}.

where FirstAccount is a known account at the start of each test, which is configured in the blockchain, and which moreover has
enough funds to permit executing a number of transactions. This account has the Erlang type
-record(account, {key, amount, nonce}).

That is, a composite structure (an Erlang record) consisting of a public key identifying the account, the amount remaining in the
account, and the current nonce.

Later, when describing the support for testing other blockchain features, e.g., contracts and names, the test state will be
extended to support testing these additional features.

Now each generated command can use the state. We examine below how the spend transaction test code is modified
to take into account the test state. First, to increase the possibility of valid transactions we define a generator of accounts
gen_account(PNew, PExisting, S) that with weight PNew generates a new public key, and with weight PExisting reuses
a public key already associated with an account in the test state 𝑆. It returns a tuple {Tag,PublicKey} where the tag indicates
whether the key is new or was already present in the test state, permitting us to observe with what frequency new or existing
accounts are used as arguments to transactions in the test run. Next, we can generate the nonce parameter using a generator
gen_nonce(SenderAccount) that with a high probability generates a correct nonce (i.e., identical to the nonce field of the
account parameter), and with a low probability an incorrect nonce. Next the spend amount is generated to likely be less than the
amount in the sender account using the generator:
gen_spend_amount(#account{ amount = X }) when X == 0 ->

choose(0, 10000000);
gen_spend_amount(#account{ amount = X }) ->

weighted_default({49, round(X / 5)}, {1, choose(0, 10000000)}).

Finally, the fee is initialised to a likely correct value, taking into account the minimum gas price at the current height of the
blockchain using the generator gen_fee(S); recall that the height of the blockchain is recorded in the test state too.

The modified generator for spend arguments then becomes:
spend_args(#{height := Height}, S) ->

?LET(Sender={SenderTag,SenderAcc}, gen_account(1,49,S),
?LET(Receiver={RecvTag,ReceiverAcc}, gen_account(2,1,S),

?LET(Nonce, gen_nonce(SenderAcc),
[

Height, Sender, Receiver,
#{sender_id => SenderAcc#account.key,

receiver_id => ReceiverAcc#account.key,
amount => gen_spend_amount(SenderAcc),
fee => gen_fee(S),
nonce => Nonce}

]))).

Note that for convenience we supply the current blockchain height, and the sender and receiver accounts and tags, as arguments
to the spend function. With these changes, we get a test distribution as follows:
spend
91.18% ok
6.44% {error,too_low_fee}
1.34% {error,account_nonce_too_low}

Most of the spend transactions are now valid.
This summarises the basic steps needed to generate meaningful blockchain transactions. For each transaction that we want to

test, we create a API call generator (named _args). We use random generators with carefully chosen distributions to generate
good test data. Sometimes, the data needs to be constructed from the state we assume the test to be in.
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To get a complete EQC model we need to describe how transactions are actually executed on the blockchain, i.e., implementing
the spend function, updating the state by implementing the spend_next function, and finally we have to judge whether the
blockchain correctly executed the transaction.

5.1.3 Executing the spend transaction
A generated spend transaction is executed by the spend function:
spend(Height, _Sender, _Receiver, Tx) ->

apply_transaction(Height, aec_spend_tx, Tx).

The concrete details for how the spend transaction is added to the simulated blockchain is omitted in this article; see https:
//github.com/aeternity/aeternity-eqc/blob/master/aecore_eqc/txs_eqc.erl for more details.

In the simulated blockchain we use for testing, the whole state of the blockchain is represented as a functional Merkle tree
structure in memory, which as a side effect is stored in the Erlang process dictionary. Recall that although principally a functional
programming language, Erlang has a process local store called the process dictionary to which a process can write and read using
the put and get functions. Thus we can save the whole blockchain before executing a transaction, and analyse the differences
compared to the blocking resulting from executing the transaction.

5.1.4 Valid transactions
The execution of a (spend) transaction should update the state only if the transaction is valid. Similarly, to judge whether the
execution of a transaction by Aeternity is correct, we need to check that valid transactions are accepted by the blockchain, and
conversely, that invalid transactions are rejected.

As the validity check is needed in several places, we define a function spend_valid that checks whether a spend transaction
should be accepted:
spend_valid(S, [Height, {_, Sender}, _Receiver, Tx]) ->

is_account(S, Sender)
andalso correct_nonce(S, Sender, Tx)
andalso check_balance(S, Sender, maps:get(amount, Tx) + maps:get(fee, Tx))
andalso valid_fee(S, Tx).

The function checks that the sender is a known account, that the nonce is correct for that account, that the account has enough
balance to pay for the transaction amount and the proposed fee, and that the proposed fee is sufficient according to the current
consensus (at the current block height).

5.1.5 Updating the test state
The function spend_next returns a new test state, and receives as argument the current test state, the value returned when the
generated spend transaction is called (_Value), and the arguments of a generated spend transaction. Recall that such _next
functions are called both during test case generation and test case execution, and thus the returned value may in fact be a symbolic
variable.
spend_next(S, _Value, [_, {_, Sender}, {_, Receiver}, Tx] = Args) ->

case spend_valid(S, Args) of
false -> S;
true ->

#{ amount := Amount, fee := Fee,
receiver := Receiver } = Tx,

S1 = credit(Receiver, Amount, S),
S2 = credit(Sender, -(Amount + Fee), S1),
S3 = bump_nonce(Sender, S2),
reserve_fee(Fee, S3)

end.

https://github.com/aeternity/aeternity-eqc/blob/master/aecore_eqc/txs_eqc.erl
https://github.com/aeternity/aeternity-eqc/blob/master/aecore_eqc/txs_eqc.erl
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In the case the spend transaction is a valid transaction (checked by spend_valid), the credit function returns a new state
where the account balance argument has been increased with amount argument; note that the function possibly creates a new
account in the test state as the receiver may not have existed prior to the execution of the spend transaction. In the first call to
credit the account balance of the receiving account is increased with the transaction amount, in the second call the account
balance of the spending account is decreased with the sum of the amount and the transaction fee. The reserve_fee function
adds the new fee to the fees recorded in the state and returns a new test state, and similarly the bump_nonce function increments
the nonce of its argument account. Note that the fees in the state are used to check, upon completion of running a test case, that
the blockchain accounts has not lost money except the fees which have been diverted to blockchain miners.

5.1.6 Verifying the execution of the spend transaction
Every transaction is checked by the same function postcondition_common which receives as arguments the current test state,
a symbolic representation of the transaction call, and the result:
postcondition_common(S, {call, ?MODULE, Fun, Args}, Res) ->

IsValidTransaction = valid_common(Fun, S, Args),
case Res of

{error, _} -> not(IsValidTransaction);
ok -> IsValidTransaction

end.

The postcondition_common function simply checks that if the transaction outcome prediction (valid_common) coincides
with the result of actually executing the transaction on Aeternity (i.e., an error {error, _} or ok). The valid_common function
calls the specific valid function for a given transaction type, to predict the transaction outcome:
valid_common(spend, S, Args) -> spend_valid(S, Args);
...

It may surprise the reader that we do not check that e.g. the real balance of the blockchain accounts of the sender and receiver
have been updated correctly by the execution of a spend transaction. We could certainly do this, by implementing a transaction
type specific spend_post function, and analysing the differences between the blockchains before and after execution the spend
transaction (recall that we save the blockchains data structures in the Erlang process dictionary). However, we instead rely on
later transactions in the generated test case to detect such errors due to differences between believed account balances (the test
state) and real account balances. That is, believed valid transaction will be rejected by Aeternity because not enough funds are
available in the sender account to pay for the amount sent and the mining fees (in the case of a spend transaction).

In the general case, whether to check the result of each model command more thoroughly, or rely on later commands to detect
the error is a modelling trade-off. Detecting errors as early as possible is clearly beneficial, however, it does require adding extra
code to the model to detect such errors. In practise, it may be that the cost of adding such code outweighs the benefits of early
detection, especially as EQC is normally rather good at producing small test case counterexamples4, thus limiting the distance
(in the counterexample test case) between the source of an error and its detection.

5.2 Modelling the oracle transactions
To illustrate how the combination of different blockchain features is modelled cleanly, we next show how the Aeternity oracle
feature is introduced in the EQC specification.

In short, Aeternity oracles provide a mechanism for importing data from outside the blockchain into the Aeternity blockchain.
Oracles can be used, for instance, to provide financial data, which can be utilised by smart contracts. In Aeternity, support for
oracles are provided by three different transactions. To provide support for oracles in the EQC model requires around 250 lines
of new code, but also requires us to modify some existing functions.

Recall that oracles are created using the oracle register transaction, by some blockchain participant for the purpose of
answering queries from (other) participants. Other blockchain participants may query the created oracle for information using
the oracle query transaction, supplying funds to pay for the result; this creates an oracle query object on the blockchain. The

4through the shrinking feature, as explained in QuickCheck references
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oracle responds to such queries using the oracle response transaction, which adds the response to the query object. In the
following we will illustrate how to test the oracle register transaction. The first step is to define a generator for the transaction:
register_oracle_args(S = #{height := Height}) ->

?LET(Sender = {SenderTag, Sender}, gen_new_oracle_account(S),
[Height, Sender,

#{account_id => aeser_id:create(account, Sender#account.key),
query_fee => gen_query_fee(),
fee => gen_fee(S),
nonce => gen_nonce(Sender),
oracle_ttl => {delta, frequency([{9, 1001}, {1, elements([0, 1, 2])}])}}]).

where there is a specific fee for posting a query to the oracle and, because oracles have a specific lifetime, a time-to-live (TTL)
value is specified. Note that, for the sake of clarity, we have omitted some fields of this generator. Given the state of the EQC
model and a generated transaction for registering an oracle, the following function checks whether this transaction should be
accepted.
register_oracle_valid(S, [Height, {_, Sender}, Tx]) ->

is_account(S, Sender)
andalso correct_nonce(S, Sender, Tx)
andalso check_balance(S, Sender, maps:get(fee, Tx))
andalso valid_fee(S, Tx)
andalso (not is_oracle(S, Sender) orelse oracle_ttl(S, Sender) < Height).

In this case, the sender pubkey should be one of an existing account that has the correct nonce and enough balance to pay for
the fee. In addition, the sender should not have registered an oracle or, if it has registered an oracle, the oracle has expired.

Then, the computation of the next state is specified as follows:
register_oracle_next(S, _Value, [Height, _, Tx] = Args) ->

case register_oracle_valid(S, Args) of
false -> S;
true ->

#{fee := Fee, queryFee := QFee, oracle_ttl := {delta, D} = Tx,
Oracle = #oracle{id = Sender, qfee = QFee,

oracle_ttl = D + Height},
reserve_fee(Fee,

bump_and_charge(Sender, Fee,
add(oracles, Oracle,
remove(oracles, Sender, #oracle.id, S))))

end.

If the transaction is not valid, the state remains unchanged, otherwise, the balance and the nonce of the sender account are
updated, the oracle that has been registered is added to the list of oracles kept in the state and the sender removed from the list
of accounts in the state. Lastly, the fee for the miner of the block is reserved.

In a similar way, we add the other oracle transactions to the EQC model.

5.3 Testing Feature Interactions
Adding new features to a blockchain (oracles, named accounts, contracts, etc.) may also require changes to existing model code.
This is unavoidable, as the introduction of new features in the Aeternity code extends and interferes with existing functionality.
Sometimes such interactions are expected, e.g., smart contract code has to be able to distribute funds kept in the contract account
to normal accounts, and sometimes the results are perhaps not well thought out, e.g., what happens if we try to send funds to
a smart contract directly using the spend transaction? Does the blockchain permit this? Does the smart contract code take this
possibility into account?
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Clearly, we need to modify the EQC model to generate test cases which test possibly feature interactions, i.e., in the same test
case mixing calls to transactions belonging to different features (e.g., naming, oracles and spends), and moreover the arguments
in these transactions should be intermixed too. Thus, we should generate test cases such as registering a name for an account,
spending to the account, and later using the account name to pay for an oracle query transaction.

Concretely, we have to generalise pre-existing transactions (e.g., spend) to permit different types of accounts. Then, we should
inspect the test cases generated to analyse whether we have done sufficient feature interaction testing, or whether we should
modify generators, and the distribution of transactions executed, to do better testing. We illustrate this methodology in the
scenario where we have already implemented the spend transaction in EQC, and proceed to explain the changes necessary to
support spending to oracles, and to named accounts (for an introduction of named accounts see Sect. 3.4).

First we have to modify the generator of spend transactions to permit spending to oracles and named accounts, this is done in
spend_args where we permit the recipient to be, with a high probability, any type of account, and with a lesser probability an
oracle account or a named account.
{TypeOfReceiver, Receiver} =

frequency([{10, {account, gen_account(2,1,S)}},
{2, {oracle, gen_oracle_account(S)}}
{2, {name, gen_named_account(S)}}])

The oracle_gen_account generator returns an oracle account with a high probability (if such accounts have been created), or
otherwise a fake account identifier (for negative testing). Similarly gen_named_account generates a named account with a high
probability (if such exists), and otherwise a fake name.

Next we have modified the spend_valid function to accept also named accounts by modifying the condition on the receiver:
{TypeOfReceiver, ReceiverName} = Receiver,
case TypeOfReceiver of

name -> is_valid_name_account(S, ReceiverName, Height);
...

end

As we have seen, these updates are rather easy to make, consisting of few lines of code added to the spend transaction and
the valid function. By adding this code, EQC would generate tests for spending to named accounts whose registration have
not yet finalised (are in pre-claim state – see Sect. 3.4 – thus failing), to names that are claimed in the same block, or claimed
several blocks before, names that change owner, oracles, and names that are revoked or have expired. None of these tests has
to be explicitly written, they just follow from different (random) ways of putting the transactions together. Note that we can for
instance reduce the probability of generated names for accounts that are in pre-claim state, and thus increasing the probability
of generating successful spend transactions, by modifying the gen_named_account(S) generator. To judge whether tailoring
with the generator is necessary we need to measure the generated tests.

To do this we modify the measurement function for spends, to report when named accounts are used. In addition, we let the
function label spends when the sender and recipient are identical:
spend_features(S, [_Height, {_, Sender}, {Tag, Receiver}, Tx] = Args, Res) ->

Correct = spend_valid(S, Args),
[{correct, if Correct -> spend; true -> false end}] ++

[ {spend_to, self} || Sender == Receiver andalso Correct] ++
[ {spend_to, recipient_id(Receiver)} || Sender =/= Receiver andalso Correct] ++
[ {spend, Res}].

The function recipient_id returns the type of receiver (name, normal account, . . . ). From the 91% of successful spend
transactions, the distribution for the specific measurements of spending to are:
spend_to
53.00% account
36.67% self
8.52% oracle
1.47% contract
0.35% name
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Since names and oracles are picked with the same probability when the receiver is generated, we might have expected a higher
ratio of spending to a name. The reason for the low number is that creating a valid name is a rather involved procedure, involving
a number of transactions in sequence, and moreover, registered names have a lifetime which can be exceeded during testing. To
increase the probability of generating a spend transaction with a valid name there are two possibilities. We can (i) increase the
number of spend transactions relative to other transactions, or (ii) we can increase the possibility that a spend transaction uses
a named account as the recipient.

To realise option (i) we note that in EQC one can specify a weight for each command (transaction). This is specified as the
callback function
weight(TestState, CommandName)

which should return a weight (a non-negative integer) corresponding to how desirable it is to generate the command (e.g., a
spend transaction) in that test state. Concretely EQC chooses as the probability for generating a command in a state the ratio
between its weight and the sum of weights of all commands. We could simply increase the weight of the spend (transaction)
command. However, this will unlikely produce more spend transactions to a named recipient, since prioritising send commands
may well deprioritise the transactions which registers names, which are needed for a successful spend to a registered name.
Instead, we can prioritise the spend transaction when there is a registered name to spend to:
weight(State, spend) ->

case has_registered_name(State) of
true -> 20;
false -> 5

end; ...

Using the weight mechanism in this manner is commonly used to focus test case generation towards progressing commands.
To realise the second option, i.e., prioritising using named arguments in spend transactions, we modify the spend_args to

prioritise named recipients compared to other recipients when there is a registered name to spend to:
WeigthNamed =

case has_registered_name(State) of
true -> 10;
false -> 2

end,
{TypeOfReceiver, Receiver} =

frequency([{10, {account, gen_account(2,1,S)}},
{2, {oracle, gen_oracle_account(S)}}
{WeightNamed, {name, gen_named_account(S)}}])

With this second change, the following distribution of spend recipients is reported:
spend_to
46.5% account
38.4% self
8.8% oracle
6.3% name

At least both valid name and oracle recipients are being tested now, although we should definitely test less spends where the
sender and recipient are the same (self).

5.4 Correct Test Executions
EQC judges the whether the Aeternity blockchain correctly executed the generated sequence of transactions on two criteria: (i)
transactions are correctly accepted/rejected according to the test model oracle (see previous discussion in Sect. 5.1.4), and (ii)
the total sum of electronic money in the Aeternity blockchain is equal to the sum of money before running the transactions of
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the test case, minus the fees accrued from the transactions (which go to the blockchain miners). That is, the blockchain does not
leak money.

The fees for normal transactions are randomly generated by the gen_fee(S) generator. For contract calls, additionally the
gas used must by determined before issuing the call. For arbitrary contracts, this is impossible. However, the EQC model we
use to check the correct operation of the blockchain issues only contract transactions whose gas usage is already known.

6 RESULTS

To evaluate the result of using property-based testing to test the Aeternity blockchain, we consider the following three questions:
• What errors were found in the Aeternity blockchain using the EQC model that had not already been found using traditional

testing?
• Are the tests generated by EQC for testing feature interactions generated with sufficiently high probability?
• What are the metrics of the EQC model for generating such tests and evaluating whether the test pass?

These issues are discussed in Sect. 6.1, Sect. 6.2, and Sect. 6.2, respectively.

6.1 Finding issues in the Aeternity blockchain
Property-based testing was applied while the Aeternity blockchain was being developed. We found a number of issues when
testing the validity of transactions. By talking to the developers, we found a few places where the documentation deviated
from what was actually implemented. For example, it was documented that an oracle could be queried by its name, but the
implementation failed to do so. A TO-DO in the code revealed that the documentation was ahead of reality. We also learned
while testing that spending to a contract can succeed, even if the contract does not exist. The key used for the contract is then
used as an arbitrary account key.

We also found a number of smaller issues when testing a major code refactoring. At first, mainly differences in the order in
which errors are reported. If both the fee is too low and the nonce is incorrect, there is some freedom in which error to report
first. Since we are mainly interested that no invalid transactions are added to the chain, we considered all errors equal.

One of the errors we spotted in refactored code was by the following minimised test case: create an account with some tokens,
and spend all tokens to oneself with fee 1. The production implementation returned an error on this: not_enough_funds. The
refactored implementation happily accepted this transaction and subtracted 1 from the balance to pay for the fee.

Another issue found was to do with state channels. When one opens a state channel, then the initial deposit is subtracted from
the initiator and responder balances. But if the initiator and responder were the same account, then we had a case were only
one of the deductions actually happened, whereas the full amount ended up in the channel. By closing the channel, the never
deducted tokens could end up as surplus in the account balance.

In summary, the majority of the errors found revealed minor discrepancies between the behaviour of the blockchain and its
documented behaviour. Either, (i) the blockchain signalled an error when the documentation did not, or (ii) the blockchain did
not signal an error when documentation stated that it should, or (iii) the error message indicated by the blockchain was different
from the documented error message.

However, there were a couple of errors detected which were dangerous (i.e., possibly exploitable), concerning features that
had not been sufficiently tested previously.

In retrospect, it is easy to see that some unit tests were missing to detect such issues. But the point is that one does not know
whether a unit test is missing. With the EQC specification we do not actively look for those tests, they just happen to be generated.

6.2 Probability of generating feature interactions tests
In our experiments, we could run around 20 tests per second on a developer laptop (MacBook Pro). The length of the tests varies,
but on average there are around 250 transactions per second. Even though mining is simulated, we observed that incrementing
the height is one of the more time consuming operations to perform. Some tests build a chain of 50,000 blocks or more.
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We tuned our generated data distribution such that we generate valid transactions 60% of the time. Depending on whether
different distribution we tried, we can make each individual transaction valid more than 50% of the time, but this does not hold
for each run. The distribution of the different commands over a larger number of tests can be seen in Table 2. Here we see that,
for example, ns_claim is only 36.963% of the time valid, due to the fact that we only use a limited set of names, we often get
the error name_already_taken. But we want to use a limited set of names to increase the possibility to generate negative tests
claiming the same name twice.

Also visible in this table is that we provoke 138 different error messages, which means we run at least that number of different
negative tests.

nr error
% operation successful messages

0.8155% init
3.0061% mine
1.0781% multi_mine
9.1109% spend 89.202% 7
6.5896% register_oracle 62.834% 6
6.4409% query_oracle 74.653% 8
2.9699% extend_oracle 86.427% 6
4.5561% response_oracle 54.877% 4
7.6635% channel_create 84.145% 7
4.1737% channel_deposit 27.866% 9
2.7085% channel_withdraw 4.566% 10
4.1621% channel_close_mutual 64.963% 7
4.1621% channel_close_solo 63.759% 9
4.1480% channel_settle 37.914% 8
3.8908% ns_preclaim 90.623% 5
7.0668% ns_claim 36.963% 10
6.4399% ns_update 51.625% 9
2.3708% ns_revoke 31.253% 8
3.7089% ns_transfer 18.488% 9
8.6426% contract_create 53.552% 8
4.4652% contract_call 74.125% 8
1.7724% newkey

TABLE 2 Operation distribution for 10,000 generated tests

6.3 Metrics of the EQC model
The EQC specification comprises around 2550 lines of code (LOC). The specification is mainly organised around the concept

of Aeternity transactions, which are implemented as EQC commands. The model code for a transaction is implemented by,
roughly, 7 distinct functions (cmd_pre, cmd_next, cmd_post, etc.) 5. In total there are 18 different transactions generated by
the model. Moreover, there are 4 EQC commands for maintaining the blockchain: init – initialises the blockchain, newkey –
generates new key pairs, and mine and multi_mine which implement different blockchain mining strategies.
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Functionality LOC
code for implementing commands 1636
common data generators 260
model state update and query functions 176
helper functions (e.g., for checking when a nonce is correct given the model state, etc.) 131
correctness property definition 90
weight function for determining the probabilistic distribution of different classes of commands 89
support code for handling contracts (e.g., contract compilation) 70
common pre/post-condition code 43
record declaration defining the model state 35
configuration details (e.g., defining blockchain versions and protocols, virtual machines, etc.) 33

TABLE 3 Code Sections

Apart from these transaction specific functions, the model contains the code sections with, roughly, the following lines of
code as shown in Table 3. On average, then, the model code for each transaction (in the following we count mining operations,
etc., as transactions too) comprises around 74 lines of code.

As blockchains in part compete with regards to their feature set, e.g. supported transactions and expressive contract languages,
etc., an important aspect of model maintainability is how easy it is to add new transactions types (new features) to a finished
model. In Aeternity, a feature (e.g., contract naming) is implemented as a set of new transactions (e.g., for naming, 5 such
transactions). In our model, an EQC command implements each transaction type. As we have seen, on average, each command
requires around 75 lines of code. However, supporting a feature in the EQC model also requires changes to other code sections.
Most likely the model state has to be modified, new helper functions have to be written, the command weight distribution has to
be modified, and new generator functions are needed. All in all, using a very conservative measure, by dividing the total number
of model code lines with the number of commands a measure of 123 lines per code for each new command is obtained.

Regarding readability, the way in which transactions have been mapped to EQC commands provides a natural structuring
mechanism for the blockchain model. Code to implement a feature is mostly located in the corresponding command(s), although,
unavoidably, features do interact, leading the code for some commands (implementing a feature A) to explicitly mention some
other feature (feature B). This occurs as we have seen, for instance, for the spending feature, where the target of a spend (where
the electronic money is sent) can be types of accounts related to other features (names, oracles, smart contracts, etc.). A formal
study on the topic of test code readability, in the style of30, is left for future work.
7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TESTING BLOCKCHAINS USING PBT

In this section, we reflect on the lessons learnt from this work with the goal of easing the application of PBT to test blockchain
platforms. In fact, many of the lessons learned apply not only to blockchain platforms, but can also be applied to the task of
modelling and testing other complex distributed systems whose functionality can be separated into different features or parts.

As explained in Sect. 4.2, the first two steps in constructing a PBT stateful model are: (i) to choose the initial state of state
machine, and (ii) to identify the commands which will form the basic building blocks of a test case.
Choosing an initial state.
The initial state provides the initial testing environment. In our case this comprises the initial block height of the blockchain
together with an initial user which must pay for the first transaction. An alternative is to add substantially more users (keypairs)
to the initial environment, which varying account balances. Choosing the second alternative has the consequence that test cases
become less self-contained as they rely on a more complicated initial environment which must be understood to understand the
test case, but on the other hand, failing test cases become shorter and can possibly focus more clearly on an identified problem.
Moreover, in general a more complex initial environment cannot be statically chosen, but should be “generated” during testing
too. In general it is normally highly advisable to use a small testing environment, as we precisely would likely to test for incorrect
“feature interactions”, and the probability of such interactions will only increase if the number of e.g. accounts is small.

5The exact number varies, as functions have default implementations which may be adequate
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Identifying commands.
For testing the validity of blockchain transactions, an obvious choice is to select the different transaction types as commands. In
the case of testing the core Aeternity engine, examples of the functions that model the spend transaction are shown and explained
in Sect. 5.1. Another example for one of the oracle transactions is given in Sect. 5.2.

In addition, we also included other commands which affect the environment in which the transactions execute. For Aeternity,
this included two commands: one for mining transactions (increasing block height is similar to the advance of time), and another
command to add a new user to the blockchain (adding a new pair of public and private keys).
Separating the model into different features.
We identified a number of separate “features” of the blockchain (e.g., oracles, name service) which extend the basic functionality
of the blockchain. The PBT model reflects this separation of concerns by letting the model state be the union of the basic
blockchain state and the separate features states. For example, in Aeternity, the basic state includes the current height of the
blockchain and one user account. In addition, the state is augmented with Erlang records which store the information necessary
for testing the different features of the blockchain. For example, there is one record called preclaim to store the names that
have been preclaimed.

Moreover, the commands similarly either concern the basic functionality of the blockchain, e.g. the spend transaction and
blockchain mining, or form a subgroup of transactions for a particular feature.
Identifying valid transaction leads to uniform computation of next model states and postcondition checks.
All basic transactions in the Aeternity blockchain behave the same: first the transaction is checked to determine if it is valid, i.e.
syntactically valid and with semantically valid parameters, e.g., identifying existing accounts, etc. If a transaction is not valid,
it is rejected by the blockchain. In the model we represent such validity checks explicitly by defining a valid function for each
command, e.g., spend_valid checks that the spend parameters are valid given the current test state. Then, the postcondition
check common to all transaction commands simply checks that the transaction result (ok or error) coincides with the prediction
by the valid function. Moreover, the validity function is reused in the computation of the next state. If the transaction is not
valid, the state does not change. Structuring the commands in this way avoids duplicating the same validity checking code in
two places, and, in our experience, is applicable for modelling other concurrent/distributed systems too.
Checking test coverage using measurements.
Testing a complex system such as a blockchain is difficult. It is only too easy to generate, randomly, long sequences of commands
where most of the later commands in the sequence are not valid transactions. This is a common difficulty for testing all kinds of
complex transaction based systems. In this work we combat this difficulty by measuring accurately using the QuickCheck “fea-
tures” mechanism what commands are generated, and whether the transactions they represent are valid at the time of execution.
For example, that an oracle response transaction really refers to a defined oracle, and so on. Moreover, using the same mecha-
nism we check that transaction parameters vary over all permitted types, e.g., are both basic account identifiers and symbolically
registered names, etc.
Generating varied commands ensuring a good test coverage.
Using the measurement mechanism discussed in the previous item we can accurately judge whether a set of test cases test a system
exhaustively. If not, the generators used to generate test commands must be changed. In this work this is an iterative manual
process where e.g. the weights for generating different commands, and the stochastic distribution of command arguments, are
constantly tinkered with. Such modifications are intermixed with observing their efficacy using the measurement mechanism.
There are many attempts to mechanise command generation to meet different coverage criteria in literature, but we believe, it is
also vitally important to provide the right programming mechanisms permitting a test model programmer to efficiently generate
test suites with a good test coverage.
Iterative modelling of features.
The work on testing the aeternity blockchain began by modelling first the most core transactions, e.g., the spend transaction
which transfers electronic money between account, and introducing the needed information (accounts) in the testing state. Then,
iteratively, a group of transactions corresponding to a particular new feature (e.g. oracles) were introduced in the model. This
required introducing new commands, and adding new information to the testing state. Moreover, pre-existing commands such
as e.g. the command corresponding to executing a spend transaction were manually inspected to determine whether they needed
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to be modified because of “feature interactions” with the new feature. This occurred, for example, because we wanted to gen-
erate, with some probability, spend transactions which send electronic money to accounts identified with oracles to test that
functionality (a change to command generation). Moreover, we wanted to measure that the generation is successful, e.g., that
generated spend transaction do attempt to transfer electronic money to oracle accounts, and that these generated transactions are
valid. This constitutes a change in the measurement code, concretely tagging spend transactions with information regarding the
provenance of the accounts in the transaction.
Relaxing postcondition checks.
For testing complex system there is often a choice between testing more exhaustively the result of each command (a stronger
postcondition), or programming a less strong postcondition which will label less command results as being incorrect. For the
aeternity blockchain, for instance, we can choose to carefully inspect all accounts after executing a transaction to determine that
no electronic money was incorrectly transferred. For example, after a spend transaction which transfers funds between 𝐴 and 𝐵
we should verify that the transaction correctly modified the accounts of 𝐴 and 𝐵, but, in principle, we should also inspect the
blockchain to ensure that no other account 𝐶 either received additional funds, or lost them. In this testing effort we instead use a
very simple postcondition check, e.g., that transactions believed to be valid are indeed recognised as valid (and vice versa), not
even bothering to check that e.g. the spend transactions correctly transfer money between 𝐴 and 𝐵. We instead rely on the fact
that later transactions which are believed to be valid (there are sufficient funds in the accounts) will be incorrectly rejected by
the faulty blockchain as accounts contain too little funds. This strategy works because the model specifies the permitted money
transfers, and updates the testing state accordingly. Moreover, this testing state is used to predict which transactions will be
successful (valid) or not, depending on the the amount of money predicted in the accounts involved in the transaction.

There are obvious trade-offs here. By having weaker postcondition they take less time to check (we no longer have to inspect
the entire blockchain after each transaction), and as a result, we can execute a larger number of tests. However, failing tests can
become much longer, and harder to interpret, as the location where an error is detected can be quite far from the transaction
which introduced the error. Moreover, we must be reasonable certain that accounts with too little/too much electronic money
will eventually be identified during testing. Thus, great care has to be taken in practice to assign “reasonable” balances to initial
accounts, and in general to use only a small number of accounts during testing.
Coping with partial knowledge.
A particular problem with testing the aeternity blockchain is that, paradoxically, to the model the execution of an aeternity
transaction is not completely deterministic. This is because the exact amount of gas required to execute a transaction is hard to
predict, and thus, the exact reduction of electronic money in the account of the user that pays for a transaction cannot be predicted
exactly. This is a significant problem as we need to predict accurately which transactions are valid, e.g., that the paying user has
enough electronic money to pay for the transaction. If we cannot determine exactly how much electronic money a user has, how
can we accurately predict whether a user has sufficient funds to pay for a transaction?

Fortunately we can during testing separate the two different concerns, paying for gas usage, and transferring funds, by always
transferring quantities of electronic money several orders of magnitude greater than the amount of money used for paying
for gas usage. Our testing assumes that there is always enough money to pay for gas usage (i.e., we simply do not test that
functionality of the block chain), whereas explicit electronic money transfers and payments are checked accurately (modulo the
small indeterminate loss of funds due to gas usage).

Moreover, during testing we retrieve from the blockchain the exact amount of money which was spent to pay for gas usage
during the postcondition checking of a transaction. Once a test case terminates, we check that the sum of money remaining in
the blockchain (the sum of money in all accounts) is equal to the sum of money in all accounts at the start of the test case, minus
the sum of electronic money which was spent to pay for gas for all valid transactions in the test case.

8 RELATED WORK

As blockchains are instances of complex distributed systems, mainstream testing techniques to ensure the correct operations of
such classes of systems are applicable to blockchains too. One prominent testing technique which has applied to test complex
concurrent systems is fuzz testing27,31.

In this paper, we have shown how EQC is used for functional testing. EQC generators are carefully designed in order to
generate valid and semi-valid data. In a way, this is similar to black-box fuzz testing, a popular testing technique used for finding
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security vulnerabilities in software applications. In fuzz testing, typically input data is modified, either randomly or through
mutations, with the goal of generating semi-valid data. Such data is fed to the SUT in the hope that it crashes. A well-known
fuzz testing tool is the American Fuzzy Lop (AFL)28, which combines the use of genetic algorithms to mutate program input,
with compile-time instrumenting to prioritise inputs that cause new program behaviour to appear. A number of hybrid fuzz
testing tools have started to appear32, which combine “normal” fuzz testing with concolic testing33, which use symbolic program
execution and constraint solving techniques. The goal of these combined frameworks is to permit “deeper” program bugs to
be found, i.e., where inputs need to be more finely structured (or sequential in nature) to exhibit program malfunction. The so
called generation-based fuzzers34, in contrast to fuzzers which are seeded with pre-existing program inputs, start from, like EQC
specifications, a model of the system under test.

Although there are similarities between fuzz testing and EQC testing, there are a number of significant differences too. In EQC
testing the same test model is used both to generate test data, and to evaluate test success, permitting very expressive program
properties to be expressed succinctly and tested, whereas most fuzz testing frameworks focus on more obvious and pre-defined
program failure conditions (crashes, buffer overflows, etc.). Recently, the Echidna tool35 has been proposed for test generation
of smart contracts written in Ethereum using fuzzing techniques. Echidna performs automatic test generation to detect violations
of assertions and custom properties of smart contracts. Automatic test generation in Echidna is achieved using the Application
Binary Interface (ABI) of Ethereum smart contracts. These tests allow the user to check assertion violations and user-defined
predicates with minimal user effort. There are two main differences between the testing procedure followed in Echidna and ours:
the test generation and the testing execution environment.

Our test generation procedure relies on the development of a model and the one used by Echidna uses the ABI of the contract,
which is automatically provided by the compiler. The main disadvantage of using a model-based technique is that the develop-
ment of the models can be time-consuming and requires extra effort from the user. Despite this drawback, providing a model
unlocks the power of symbolic execution which gives useful information during test generation and can potentially make a dif-
ference in finding certain kinds of bugs. The model also allows further customisation in test generation like custom argument
generators.

A number of papers focusing on testing blockchains or blockchain components are starting to appear. In36, for instance, a
platform is provided for IoT blockchain applications, with a focus on enabling regression testing. In37, QuickCheck properties
are presented for testing Patricia trees, a component of many blockchains. In38 an experiment in simulating and verifying a
blockchain protocol, through an embedding in SDL.

In39, property-based testing techniques are applied to the (abstract) Scorex modular blockchain framework40. The properties
tested focus on basic properties of most blockchains, e.g., testing that the blockchain only record successful operations, etc. In this
article, apart from testing such basic blockchain soundness conditions, we test new transaction types supporting e.g. smart con-
tracts, oracles, state channels, etc. The introduction of these new transactions risks causing unwanted “feature interactions”, and
it is of vital importance to find such problems before the new transactions become widely used. Also, in this article, we provide
a thorough description of the resulting blockchain testing framework, which, apart from EQC itself, is available as open source.
In41 the implementation of the smart contract programming language Scilla is checked using property-based testing techniques.
For testing Tezos blockchain an OCaml property-based tool is used to test part of the blockchain functionality42. In comparison
with these works on formally verifying and testing blockchains, some of them with the aid of property-based testing techniques,
our present effort is rather more complete and targets the actual Aeternity implementation, not some abstracted blockchain pro-
tocol. The effort on testing the Scilla implementation is interesting, and a similar testing effort should be implemented for the
Sophia runtime system (the principal smart contract programming language in Aeternity).

A blockchain related research area which is currently attracting considerable interest is smart contract analysis, a survey of
different formal verification approaches in the area can be found in43. Notable articles on e.g. estimating the cost of executing
a contract (in gas) include44, and, more generally, on formal verification of contract safety45,46 and security47. In48 a smart
contract certification framework based on the Coq proof assistant is presented, and49 extends this work with support for property-
based testing. In50 John Hughes presents his work on testing Cardano smart contracts using Haskell QuickCheck.51 contains a
general discussion on how testing blockchain based applications. Although delivering interesting results, these applications of
property-based testing concern the testing and verification of particular smart contracts implemented on various blockchains, a
topic quite different from the one of this article: how to test the transactional engine of the Aeternity blockchain.

The results provided in the literature study in30, show an ongoing interest in researching the readability of test code in the
software and testing community. The authors found that the majority of studies focused on “automatically generated unit test
code in Java and some on manually created test code”. They also found that “the majority of studies investigate the influence of
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individual factors on readability such as names, comments, summaries, or structural features”. Thus, studying the readability of
alternative testing techniques like EQC testing, is an interesting area of research when comparing different testing techniques.
In this paper, we introduce the intuition that the way we structure the EQC model for testing improves the readability of the
model, however, a formal study in line with the studies presented in30 is needed.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we provide an experience report on testing feature-rich blockchain code using property-based testing (PBT). In
particular, we have used the PBT tool Quviq Erlang QuickCheck to test the blockchain transaction engine of the Aeternity
blockchain platform which includes features such as a naming system, oracles, smart contracts and state channels. The strength
of the approach is that, by collecting test statistics and tuning the test data distribution accordingly, automatically generating test
cases provides better coverage than unit testing9,12,13.

Of course, the main effort in PBT is creating the testing model. In our work the structure of this test model follows the structure
of the blockchain, i.e., it cleanly separates different blockchain features (e.g., oracles, smart contracts) into different model
parts, and moreover, reduces the amount of boilerplate test model code by focusing on the identification of valid blockchain
transactions. The test model is evaluated through a careful instrumentation of test code which permits observations of which
combinations of features have been tested during a test run, and with which frequency.

Property-based testing has been used in other quality sensitive domains, such as the automotive industry, telecommunication
and health-care industry. The novelty described in this paper, apart from the application area itself, is in the use of production
software as an oracle of software updates, and with regards to a number of test model techniques that make it possible to reduce
failing test cases to minimal failing test cases.

The EQC specification is publicly available, and is used and improved together with changes to the Aeternity feature set. Most
recently, two new transaction types have been added and the model has shown to be valuable in such a major refactoring. The
ideas presented in that specification should carry over to any feature-rich blockchain.

We have deliberately chosen to access the software on a level that allows to test the core functionality without having to
perform time consuming or non-deterministic behaviour. Had we chosen to test the implementation on a system level using, for
example, several docker containers, then mining and transaction memory pools would have made the execution much slower
and the results far less predictable.

Using this approach, testing a large number of scenarios is not difficult performance-wise. On average, on a modest laptop,
around 250 blockchain transactions was completed per second during testing using EQC.

The test statistics, showing which blockchain features have been tested and how thoroughly testing has been, is a vital tool
to judge the whether sufficient testing has been realised. Such test measures are partly added by the persons writing the EQC
specification. However, this is only as powerful as the statistics one can come up with, and here there is clearly a lot of room for
future improvements. In future work, we plan to investigate how to automatically instrument test code with statistical information,
and whether there are tools that calculate the efficacy of test runs.

There are several improvements possible for the EQC specification itself. For example, to add support in the model to focus
testing on a specific set of transactions. After changing the state channel part of the software, one may for instance want to
run tests with many state channel transactions. The tweaking needed to do this is now a manual process, but a swarm testing52
approach could be beneficial here.

The test approach described in this article is applicable to other blockchains as well. We have recently presented in15 some
preliminary work on a method that uses property-based testing for testing the contract reentrancy vulnerability of smart contracts
written in Solidity and running on the Ethereum blockchain platform. The test models we use for the Ethereum blockchain
strongly resemble the ones developed for Aeternity, which have been described in this article.

In summary, the property-based testing approach has been shown to be successful in finding faults in an efficient way. The
more features a blockchain has, the more it can benefit from using property-based testing for additional quality assurance.
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